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NEW RELEASES NO. 14 – 2020 
             
Yilian Canizares: Erzulie 
Y 3 / € 8,95 / 3760288800699 / label: Absilone / format: CD / Cuba – Fusion 

Alongside Omar Sosa, violinist and singer Yillian Cañizares is currently making furious appearances at the 
major jazz festivals around the world. She also shares the stage as a special guest with the Cuban piano 
legend Chuco Valdez. Yilian Cañizares, born in Havana, studied classical violin in Cuba, later in South 
America and in Switzerland, where she lives today. She turned to jazz and offers a very original mix of Afro-
Cuban rhythms, classical and jazz.  About her latest record she says: "A journey towards my feminine 
essence and all the blends that make up my culture; the contribution of slaves from Africa, settlers from 
Europe, indigenous peoples of the Caribbean, Chinese, Arabs." Listen to a track. 

             
Mathias Duplessy & The Violins Of The World: Brothers Of String 
ABS20 1 / € 8,95 / 3760288800804 / label: Absilone / format: CD / Various – Fusion 

Fiery Mathias Duplessy, globe trotter composer influenced by sounds from elsewhere, Guo Gan, undisputed 
master of the Chinese fiddle Erhu, the incorrigible Epi with the horse-headed fiddle and Mongolian singing, 
and Aliocha at the Scandinavian fiddle (Nyckelharpa). Mathias Duplessy & The Violins Of The World are 
back with a new album Brothers Of Strings. A road movie of new worlds, western in full Gobi, ink paintings 
of China, ancient complaints of the Far East, including wild covers of Morricone’s The Good, the Bad and 
The Ugly and Dire Straits Brothers In Arms. Asia always, spirit of the blues often, Celtic rhythms and 
melodies of the Mongolian steppe offer an astonishing cross-cultural encounter.  The four virtuosos bridge 
the gap between tradition and modernity. Listen. 

             
Trio Bacana: Transatlantiker 
KR 11/ € 9,95 / 3521383453339 / label: Klam Records / format: CD / Brittany – Fusion 

A percussive cocktail around harmonies and vocal variations, the Breton trio distils their matured 
compositions into a resolutely contemporary Brazilian sauce. Sometimes it's laughter, sometimes 
melancholy, but always a joyful tropical mop. Far from the clichés of Samba or Bossa Nova, Trio Bacana 
feeds on the cocos of the Nordeste, funk cariocas, or Recife's maracatus. Both singers and musicians, going 
from maracas to keyboards, from zabumba to snare drum, they take us on journeys on both sides of the 
Atlantic on traditional or more contemporary rhythms. Listen to a track. 

             
Synthagma Project: Onirica 
RMR 213 / € 10,95 / 8032584612135 / label: RadiciMusic Records / format: CD / Italy – Fusion 

This project started in 2015 as a "side project" of the "InChanto" a band present for many years on the 
Italian neo-folk scene. Different musical experiences ranging from ancient music to progressive rock, from 
folk to blues to electronic music, in a work of "contamination" between acoustic and electronic, ancient and 
modern, in which medieval songs and folk music are integrated with original pieces. By means of electronic 
processing of the voice and acoustic instruments such as hurdy-gurdy, guitars and percussions (as well as 
the use of loop machines and rhythmic sequences). The "Syntagma musicum", written by Michael 
Praetorius in the first half of the seventeenth century, is one of the main sources for the study of ancient 
music in all its aspects. And it is to this treatise that they have been inspired by their name. InChanto. Listen.  

             
Gatos Do Mar: La Sindrome Di Wanderlust 
RMR 225 / € 10,95 / 8032584612258 / label: RadiciMusic Records / format: CD / Italy – Fusion 

A new recording project inspired by that particular pathology of the soul that leads many people to move continuously from one 
city to another, from one country to another, driven from the desire for knowledge and search for new adventures. Composed of 
ten tracks, one of which is a reinterpretation, the disc is a musical journey through different sound latitudes 
and longitudes to discover a universe made of fascinating melodies that have their roots in the sounds of the 
world, woven between intersections and sound crossings and permeated by a vibrant urge for beauty. The 
sound architectures of this original trio stand on the rhythmic structures of Benincasa with the storytelling 
harp of Rovinello that frames and envelops the evocative timbre of Annalisa Madonna. Guest of Antonio 
Fresa (piano and synth), Giovanni Migliaccio (flamenco guitar), Giocomo Pedicini (bass and double bass), 
Luigi Esposito (accordion), Attila Mahovics (trombone), Pino Ciccarelli (clarinet), Elmut Meloni (vocal 
trumpet) and Arcangelo Michele Caso (cello) who alternate in the various passages. Listen to a track. 
 

https://youtu.be/IBbJL3VaQ0Q
https://youtu.be/9BGffuukIF8
https://youtu.be/pItFNh4d-bE
https://youtu.be/Yc1A9AR4ZlU
https://youtu.be/pI6Ji5x6wOE
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Shiran: Glsah Sanaanea With Shiran 
BTRLP 37 / € 14,95 / 5024545892819 / label: Batov Records / format: LP / Yemen – Popular 

It was 2018 since SHIRAN's breakout and self-titled debut album in which she saluted her cherished family 
home of Yemen, singing songs in both Arabic and Hebrew, from her base in Tel Aviv. With her new album 
‘Glsah Sanaanea with Shiran’, the connection with Yemen delves further. Shiran breathes familiar but new 
life into Yemeni traditional songs in a stripped back and acoustic set with a backdrop of string, wind and 
percussion instruments like the oud, kawala, and kanun. Where her first album used various western pop 
tropes and synthesis, her latest tows a much more modest line in respect of the original songs and 
compositions some of which date back hundreds of years. The album features eight tracks and includes a 
guest appearance by fellow Yemeni musician and singer based in Tel Aviv, Eyal El Wahab best known as El 
Khat. Listen to a track. 

             
Amadou Diagne & Cory Seznec: Touki – Right Of Passage (LP NOW AVAILBLE) 
CPR 7 / € 9,45 / 0194660796080 / label: Captain Pouch Records / format: CD / Senegal-USA – Popular 
CPR 8 / € 13,95 / 3760301212850 / label: Captain Pouch Records / format: LP / Senegal-USA – Popular 

Who would have guessed that a chance encounter between buskers in the streets of Bath, England more 
than a decade ago would lead to a new musical adventure in 2020? Amadou Diagne from Senegal and 
French-American Cory Seznec hit it off that Spring day, planting the seeds of a future collaboration. The 
album Touki - Right of Passage, a play on words that has multiple layers of meaning for Amadou and Cory. 
It alludes to the arduous journey millions embark on to better their lot in these times of hard borders and tall 
walls (including Amadou’s own difficult passage in the UK), and how people undergo various rites of 
passage while doing so. It also reflects the more personal musical journeys that Amadou and Cory have 
been experiencing both together and individually as outliers in their fields. Listen. 

             
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night (Release: Friday July 17th, 2020) 
FXCD 469 / € 10,95 / 7041889647323 / label: Kirkelig Kulturverksted / format: CD / Iran – Popular 

Together with Atabak Elyasi (arranger and producer) Mahsa Vahdat made a new solo album. The music of 
this album was created the recent years during Mahsa’s and Atabak’s staying in many countries where their 
music has been appreciated by collaborators, presenters and audiences. The contemporary poets that are 
represented on this album are Simin Behbehani, Ahmad Shamloo, Forough Farrokhzad, Nima Youshij and 
Mohammad Ibrahim Jafari. Three Norwegian musicians; pianist Tord Gustavsen, bass player Gjermund 
Silset and drummer Kenneth Ekornes have all taken part in previous albums of Mahsa Vahdat, and on her 
new album they form a poetic and beautiful soundscape around Mahsa’s strong and expressionistic voice. 
Iranian Shervin Mohajer appears with his kamancheh on one track. Listen to a track. 

             
Colm Mac Con Iomaire ; The River Holds Its Breath 
PCD30 / € 10,95 / 0682131902158 / label: Plateau / format: CD / Ireland – Folk 

In a crowded field of outstanding Irish fiddle players and interpreters of traditional music Colm Mac Con 
Iomaire is unique. His voice is unmistakably his own and his music bears distinctive creative hallmarks 
which have as much to do with his personality and character as with his impressive technical mastery, 
musical authority and exquisitely expressive playing. His work in film and theatre has allowed him to 
progress and mature as an orchestrator of his own compositions. And Now the Weather / Agus Anois An 
Aimsir was critically acclaimed and he toured in Australia and USA with his band. His new record is titled 
The River Holds Its Breath / Tost Ar An Abhainn and was produced by Bill Whelan. Bill also accompanies 
Colm on piano. It was recorded in the old-way – playing live to a reel to reel tape-machine. Listen. 

             
Steve Cooney: Tunes Of The Irish Harpers For Solo Guitar 
SCCD 2019 / € 10,95 / 5391524053104 / label: Steve Cooney / format: CD / Ireland – Folk 

Steve Cooney, a long-time fixture of the Irish music scene, has, after being involved in making hundreds of 
records, finally released his debut album. It is a compilation of fourteen tunes, all for solo guitar in Cooney's 
own arrangements, by Irish harpers, including Turlough O’Carolan and Thomas Conlan. As well as being a 
collection of beautiful tunes, 'Tunes Of The Irish Harpers For Solo Guitar' is also a carefully researched 
historical document, relying heavily on archival work by Cooney and others. As a guitar player, it’s important 
to recognise that guitar players have the potential to access the great depth of the Gaelic harp tradition: 
plucking strings with the fingers as do the harpers. The tonal sensations are also similar – the steel strung 
guitar shares elements of tonality with the old wire strung harps.  

             
Raphael Imbert and Johan Farjot & Guests: Les 1001 Nuits Du Jazz 
MDC 22 / € 10,95 / 5051083156165 / label: Music Development Company / format: CD / France – Jazz 

With the album 'Les 1001 Nuits du Jazz' the saxophonist Raphaël Imbert and pianist Johan Farjot give us 
the opportunity to tell another story of jazz.  Johan Farjot is an artist of intense emotion, a curious person, a 
lover of encounters, an original sensibility that hits the nail on the head in every case, a faithful friend as 
much in friendship as in art. Although he is a thinker and a composer of the highest level, Raphaël Imbert 
lives improvisation with his heart, with the passion of a craftsman who is always on the lookout for the 
evolution of his practice. The 1001 Nuits du Jazz is a "concoction" through the great and small stories of a 
music that has built our era, and that continues to nourish the link between the different domains of our 
collective imagination.  An incredible complicity at the service of an educational and original project. Listen. 

 

https://youtu.be/9MBR3Vj_lUg
https://youtu.be/ScnaP0MHAHY
https://youtu.be/-YRnGicdVrM
https://youtu.be/gpG07p4oIFU
https://youtu.be/g2DtWz4X0OM
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AUDIO FULLY RECOVERED, RESTORED AND REMASTERD IN HIGH DEFINITION 
THE BEST OF AMALIA 
 
Amalia Rodrigues: O Melhor de Amalia 
WMPR 1 / € 8,45 / 5600258186089 / label: World Music Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 
WMPR 19 / € 12,45 / 5600258186287 / label: World Music Records / format: 2CD / Portugal – Fado 
WMPR 18 / € 22,95 / 5600258186270 / label: World Music Records / format: 2LP / Portugal – Fado 

Rodrigues started singing around 1935. Her first professional engagement in a fado venue took place in 
1939, and she was a guest in stage revues. Around that time she met Frederico Valerio, a classically trained 
composer who recognised Amalia's potential and composed numerous melodies especially designed for 
her- adding orchestral accompaniments. By the early 1940s, Amália had become a famous singer in 
Portugal. She gained popularity in Spain and Brazil (where, in 1945, she made her first recordings on 
Brazilian label Continental) where she spent some time and Paris (1949) where she resided. In 1950, while 
performing at the Marshall Plan international benefit shows, she introduced the song 'April in Portugal' to 
international audiences, under its original title "Coimbra". In the early 1950s, the involvement of Portuguese 
poet David Mourao-Ferreira marked a new phase in her career where leading poets were writing specifically 
for her.  
 

             
AUDIO FULLY RECOVERED, RESTORED AND REMASTERD IN HIGH DEFINITION 
THE GREATEST ALBUMS BY AMALIA RODRIGUES 
 
Amalia Rodrigues: Greatest Songs 
WMPR 3 / € 8,45 / 5600258186102 / label: World Music Records / format: CD / Portugal Fado 
 

Amalia Rodrigues: Queen Of Fado 
WMPR 10 / € 8,45 / 5600258186171 / label: World Music Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 
 
Amalia Rodrigues: At The Paris Olympia 
WMPR 13 / € 8,45 / 5600258186201 / label: World Music Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 
 
Amalia Rodrigues: At Abbey Road 
WMPR 14 / € 8,45 / 5600258186218 / label: World Music Records / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 

 
In the 1970s, Rodrigues concentrated on live concert performances. During the post-25 April 1974 period, 
she was falsely accused of being a covert agent of the PIDE; this unjust charge triggered a severe bout of 
depression on her part. While Salazar had been Prime Minister, Rodrigues had been a financial supporter of 
the Portuguese Communist Party. At the same time she had occasionally expressed some admiration for 
Salazar himself, reportedly writing love letters to Salazar when he was hospitalized in 1968. Despite the 
government's heavy promotion of Rodrigues as a national symbol of Portugal, in private, Salazar hated 
Fado and Rodrigues (whom he referred to as "that creature"), considering its central concept of 'saudade' 
(nostalgia or a painful yearning for the past) as anti-modern and "has a softening influence on the 
Portuguese character", one that "sapped all energy from the soul and led to inertia".  

 
 

OUT SOON 
             
Ultrafaux: Tangent 
SUCD 6148086 / € 9,95 / 0700261480862 / label: Swing Underground / format: CD / USA – Gypsy Swing 
SULP 6148093 / € 14,95 / 0700261480930 / label: Swing Underground / format: LP / USA – Gypsy Swing 

Ultrafaux Ensemble crosses the boundaries between style and genre, performing original music inspired by 
Gypsy swing, be-bop, Balkan music, Bluegrass,  swing, funk, blues, choro, and musette. The group has 
thrilled audiences at top music festivals and concert halls all over the world both as a trio and as a larger 
ensemble featuring top guest musicians from the jazz, bluegrass, folk, classical, and world music scenes. 
The guitar-driven band features dazzling solos and rich gypsy-inspired melodies shared by guitar, violin, 
accordion and clarinet. The sound is both contemporary and traditional, exploiting every bit of virtuosity from 
an “A” list of guest artists. Listen. 

             
Yuliesky Gonzalez: Cubanero 
YGCV 2020 / € 10,95 / 0195081682433 / One World Records / format: CD / Cuba – Afro-Cuban-Jazz 

Debut Album by the Cuban trumpet player and composer Yuliesky Gonzalez. Rooted in the Afro Cuban 
environment from his childhood streets he shares a personal testimony that includes the mystical and 
mythical of the Afro Cuban spirit. 'Cubanero' is reflecting the history of Cuban Jazz as well as the Cuban 
popular music. The music is coloured by influences from Yuliesky’s education in Classical European music 
and the crispy African rhythms that are the daily life on the streets of any Cuban town. The album line up 
includes two of the greatest Scandinavian Jazz capacities. Guitarist Bjarne Roupe performed with Miles 
Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, Hermeto Pascual, John Scofield, Deedee Bridgewater, Eddie Harris, Toots Thieleman, 
to name a few. Saxofonist Tomas Franck has performed with John Scofield, Eliane Elias, Steve Swallow, 
Carla Bley, Niels-Henning Orsted Pedersen, David Sanborn and many more... Listen to a track. 

 

https://youtu.be/SwfXEamY3MU
https://youtu.be/gLbFibzFmME
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Krononaut: Krononaut 
GBCD 96 / € 10,45 / 4030433609620 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: CD / England – Jazz-Fudion 
GBLP 96 / € 13,45 / 4030433609613 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: LP / England – Jazz-Fusion 

Coming out of the fertile London jazz and experimental scenes, Krononaut is a richly textured new ensemble 
helmed by guitarist /producer Leo Abrahams (Brian Eno, Imogen Heap, Jon Hopkins) and drummer Martin 
France (Nils Petter Molvaer, Evan Parker). The album features an esteemed group of collaborators and a 
sonic footprint that channels spectral ambiance, ‘fourth world’ expansions and a gorgeous, slow-boiling 
ointillism. Krononaut are a posse of time-expanding shapeshifters who, in the space of two sessions recorded 
early last year in London, have managed to produce ten cuts of arresting, deeply immersive instrumental 
music. Tak:til, Glitterbeat’s experimental arm, now fifteen releases strong in a little over three years, has 
again found a record that echoes many key aspects of its emerging soundworld.  

             
David Linx: Skin In The Game (Book+CD)  
CR 297 / € 13,95 / 0194397095029 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / Belgium – Jazz 

David Linx is arguably the inventor of the "European jazz singer", and he is, far beyond the European area, 
one of the most formidable jazz singers that can be heard. For this new opus of original compositions sung in 
English, he has brought together a combo of leaders with Gregory Privat on piano, Chris Jennings on double 
bass, Arnaud Dolmen on drums and luxury guest Manu Codjia on guitar. Between ballads and more rhythmic 
tracks, two songs embellished with poems by Marlon Moore add an extra colour to the album and remind us 
of the first sublime album made by David Linx with the writer James Baldwin in 1987. Listen to a track. 

             
Ammar 808: Global Control – Invisible Invasion 
GBCD 100 / € 10,45 / 4030433610022 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Tunesia – Fusion 
GBLP 100 / € 13,45 / 4030433610015 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Tunesia – Fusion 

AMMAR 808’s previous album Maghreb United (2018) – a powerful mixture of deep TR-808 bass and Pan-
Maghreb beats and voices – received widespread critical acclaim and shook dancefloors throughout Europe, 
North Africa and beyond. This time Brussels-based Tunisian electronic producer Sofyann Ben Youssef (aka 
AMMAR 808) has travelled to the Tamil Nadu region of southern India for a breath-taking new adventure. 
With a suitcase full of recording equipment, he set up base in the pulsing city of Chennai and undertook a 
collaborative imagining of the area's rich and resonant musics. Ranging from trance temple sounds to rap-like 
street theatre performance and ending with the mathematical richness of Carnatic music, Ben Youssef’s in 
situ recordings form the foundation of his potent new album: Global Control / Invisible Invasion. Futurist 
syncopations meet hypnotic, timeless narratives. Expansive electronics fused with on location recordings. 
Kaleidoscopic and exhilarating.  

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Tamikrest: Tomatait         GBCD 91 / GBLP 91 
2. Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo                      AKEROCD 21 
3. Edikanfo: The Pace Setters         GBCD 94 / GBLP 94 
4. Solfrid Molland: Hapets Kappe         FXCD 468 
5. La Gallera Social Club: Tropico Salvaje       DPCD 20 / DPLP 20 

 
REVIEWS 

Transglobal World Music Chart                             July 2020 
Danyel Waro: Tinn Tout         BUDA 860358 
TootArd: Migrant Birds              GBCD 95 / GBLP 95 
Santrofi: Alewa              OHCD 34 / OHLP 34 
Moonlight Benjamin: Simido            MACASE 26 
Tamikrest: Tamotait              GBCD 91 / GBLP 91 
Carla Pires: Cartografado                   OCA 41 
Fra Fra: Funeral Songs              GBCD 89 / GBLP 89 
Terez Sliman: When The Waves              FXCD 465 
Orkesta Mendoza: Curandero             GBCD 90 / GBLP 90 
Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo       AKEROCD 21 
Al Bilali Soudan: Tombouctou         CLECD 29 / CLELP 29 
World Music Charts Europe                              July2020 
Santrofi: Alewa              OHCD 34 / OHLP 34 
Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo       AKEROCD 21 
Tamikrest: Tamotait             GBCD 91 / GBLP 91 
Fra Fra: Funeral Songs             GBCD 89 / GBLP 89 
Edikanfo: The Pace Setters             GBCD 94 / GBLP 94 
Jola: Hidden Gnawa Music In Brussels     MP 12 
Besh o droM: Besh o droM 20                         FA 4462 
Jazzism                                  #2 May-June 2020 
Chicuelo & Marco Mesquida: No Hay Dos Sin Tres  MDC 2201916 
Antonio Zambujo: Do Aveso                 MDC 20 
Espanje                                    #3 July-September 2020 
Melodie Gimard: Numen         MGONE 1234 
Orkesta Medoza: Curandero              GBCD 90 / GBLP 90 
Camaraco & Trio Los Pinerito: Sucu-Sucu          COLCD 136 
 

Klassieke Zaken                                      #3 2020 
David Linx                   CR 297 
Muziek Mozaïek Folk & Jazz        #2 June-August 2020 
Mads Hansens Kapel: Mor Dig Forst Sorg Bagefter             GO 419 
Sensational Jimi Shandrix Experience: Foxy Laddie       CDBAR 33 
Gangspil: Gangspil 2                GO 1219 
Sandy Brechin Trio: Polecats and Dead Cats            CDBAR 37 
Michael Lane: Travelling Son            GWRCD 13 
Scotia Nostra: Gammel Venskab -Robert Burns I Danmark GO 519 
Heaven                                                   #4 2020 
Rantama: Rantama         ECD 2020102 
Parissa Ghamsari: Your Timelessness     PR 21 
Paul Branton: In The Distance     PR 20 
The Curtis Brothers: Algorithm                  TRR 47 
Al Bilali Soudan: Tombouctou         CLECD 29 / CLELP 29 
Various: Io Credevo-Le Canzioni Di Gianna Siviero SQLCD 130131 
Nuovo Tribu Zulu: Rosa E Fuoco           SQLCD 127 
Marco Rovelli & L’Innominabile: Portami Al Confine      SQLCD 128 
Lolomis: Red Sonja         BUDA 860357 
Melingo: Oasis          BUDA 860359 
Moonlight Benjamin: Simido            MACASE 26 
Burruezo & Nur camarata: Al Andalus S. XXI               SATKCD 289 
Carla Pires: Cartografado                   OCA 41 
Joao Farinha & Fado Ao Centro: Sim              FAC 2018 
Danyel Waro: Tinn Tout         BUDA 860358 
Bruno Chaveiro: #Desatino                MALCD 3 
Ida & Louise: Shtoltse Lider            KAKACD 34 
Fra Fra: Funeral Songs              GBCD 89 / GBLP 89

  
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/FyUcPek2Lr4
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

